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Abstract 

The classification and identification of the disease in medical images were helpful in biomedical applications. The process of 

segmentation of the diseased portion in the lung lobe images were done based on Toboggan algorithm. The lung lobes were 

segmented from the input images based on gradient estimation following original Toboggan algorithm. If the segmented lung 

lobes were disease affected means then the identification of disease location is done. The classification process is employed 

using SVM classifier with the help of features extracted from lung lobes using XCSLBP texture identification. From the gradient 

estimated lung lesion inside the segmented lung lobes were extracted based on the improved Toboggan algorithm. Contours were 

extracted over the identified lung lesion regions. The overall performance of the process were measured based on the 

performance metrics. The accuracy obtained here is 99.74% and sensitivity is about 100%.       
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LUNG cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality around the world. Up to 10 million patients in the world will die of lung 

cancer by 2030 in terms of the report from the World Health Organization. Early prevention of lung tumor has an important role 

for survival benefit improvements. With the hypothesis that deep analysis of radiographic images can inform and quantify the 

microenvironment and the extent of intra-tumoral heterogeneity for personalized medicine, analysis of large numbers of image 

features extracted from computed tomography (CT) with high Throughput can capture spatial and temporal genetic heterogeneity 

in a non-invasive way, which is better than invasive biopsy based molecular assays. It will be useful for medical research, 

computer-aided diagnosis, radiotherapy and evaluations of surgery outcome as well. For this purpose, accurate segmentation of 

lung lesions is the pre-requisite. One method for lung lesion segmentation is that experts with experience such as radiologists 

delineate the lesion manually. It is a difficult task to obtain robust and efficient results for a variety of reasons. First, the experts 

may overestimate the lesion volume to enclose the whole lesion . 

Different manual delineations are also varying. Furthermore, the time consumption limits converting CT images to mineable 

with high throughput. Therefore a highly robust, efficient and automatic lung lesion segmentation approach is urgently required. 

Disease identification in medical images can be done based on the machine learning techniques. The segmentation process can  

Be based on thresholding or seed region growing or contour extraction. The outer regions of the diseased portions were extracted 

from the input images based on image intensity or the image texture. The process of segmentation in lung images were done 

based on the intensity based approach. The affected portions in the lung images were different in intensity compared to the other 

portions. Based on the different intensity the diseased portion in the images were segmented. Computer aided detection (CAD) 

system is an extremely important task for the detection of pulmonary nodules in medical images. To attain a more reliable and 

accurate diagnosis, CAD systems have been recently developed to assist interpretation of the medical images. The systems that 

find true positive findings from the medical images are especially important in that they can also help radiologists in the 

identification of early stage pulmonary nodules. . To best interpret the information revealed in the images, experienced 

physicians are required; however, such experts may reach different diagnosis results for the same set of medical imaging. Thus, 

CAD system is an intensive tool that can provide radiologists with a second opinion to improve the sensitivity of their diagnosis 
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decision-making process. The aim of a CAD system is to provide diagnosis information to improve clinical decision-making 

process; therefore, its success is related directly to its disease detection accuracy. Today, CAD systems are frequently utilized to 

detect and diagnose numerous abnormalities in routine clinical work. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

The existing method involves gradient extraction and then it undergoes lung lobe segmentation and then does the process of 

region growing, back swapping using improved Toboggan algorithm. The diseased portion is shown in 3D view. The sensitivity 

was found to be 96.35%. The major difference between both existing and proposed method is identifying the very minute 

changes in the lung lobes in the proposed than existing method. The proposed method consist of Original Toboggan algorithm, 

Classification, Disease Identification by Improved Toboggan algorithm, Performance Metrics. The different types of lung lesions 

are shown in figure 1. The detailed flow chart are in the following which gives thorough knowledge about the entire system. It 

involves mainly four phases a) seed point location b) Gradient Extraction c) Region Growing d) Segmentation. This technique is 

found to be more efficient than before. 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Different types of lung lesions 

 
Fig. 1:(b) Different types of lung lesions 

 
Fig. 2: Overall flow chart 
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Fig. 3: System architecture 

 Original toboggan algorithm 

The lung lobe segmentation process is employed based on Toboggan algorithm. In Toboggan algorithm the neighbors of each 

pixel were examined and the steepest downward direction in the sliding list is recorded. Then region growing process is 

employed in order to find the shortest paths from each inner pixels in the non-local-minimum flat regions to its lower boundary. 

The remaining empty sliding lists belong to the local-minimum flat regions. The connected components were used for 

recognizing local minimum flat regions. Finally a topological sort is applied by taking the pixels as the vertices and the 

corresponding pixels in the sliding list as the targets of the directed edges. 

 
Fig. 4: Flow diagram of original toboggan algorithm 

 Classification 

From the segmented lobes features were extracted based on eXtended Center-Symmetric Local Binary Pattern (XCS-LBP) 

process. The texture patterns can be extracted from the images based on XCS-LBP process. The extracted texture patterns acts as 

the features for the images. The extracted texture features were classified using Support Vector Machine classifier in order to 

find whether the lobes are normal or disease affected. The SVM classifier is based on the kernel functions employed for the 

matching of the test image features with the training features. If the lung lobes were identified to be abnormal then segmentation 

process is employed. 
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Fig. 5: Flow diagram of classification process 

 Disease Identification by improved toboggan algorithm 

The diseased portions in the lung images were identified based on improved toboggan algorithm. By the improved toboggan 

method, the highlighted vessels, tracheal wall and other noise in the gradient image will be moved into the lung field while the 

lesion remains at a higher value. Therefore, the other tissues would be dimmed and the lesion could be enhanced in the label 

image for the subsequent automatic seed point selection. The improved toboggan algorithm is based on improving the gradient 

obtained from the lung lobes. The area and the perimeter for the different diseased locations in the images were setted and by 

comparing with those values the diseased locations were segmented from the images. From the gradient estimated lung lesion 

inside the segmented lung lobes were extracted based on the improved Toboggan algorithm. Contours were extracted over the 

identified lung lesion regions. 

 
Fig. 6: Flow diagram of diseased identification by improved toboggan algorithm 

 Performance Measures 

The performance of the process is measured by measuring the accuracy of the process. The accuracy is measured by comparing 

with the ground truth images. 
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 True positive = correctly identified 

 False positive = incorrectly identified 

 True negative = correctly rejected 

 False negative = incorrectly rejected 

III. RESULTS 

By the usage of the Toboggan algorithm, the lung lobe images are segmented and the disease is identified and detected more 

efficiently. Modification process is adapted here such as seed point selection, gradient extraction, region growing through 

contour extraction, segmentation for improved technique. When the input CT image is given then it undergoes gradient 

extraction through Toboggan algorithm. Further, the gradient image gets feature extracted by using XCSLBP. The image then 

goes classification process through SVM classifier which identifies whether the lung is disease affected or not. If no damage is 

traced out then it comes out of the process as normal lung shown in figure 12.If any disease is identified then it goes into 

Improved Toboggan algorithm. The overall performance is measured by using performance metrics.     

 
Fig. 7: Input image 

 
Fig: 8: Segmented Lung Lobes 
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Fig. 9: XCSLBP Image 

 
Fig. 10: XCS-LBP Features 

 
Fig. 11: Display Normal 

 
Fig. 12: Gradient Extracted 
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Fig. 13: Selected Seed Region 

 
Fig. 14: Contour Growing 

 
Fig. 15: Contour Growing 

 
Fig. 16: Tumor Region 
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Performance Metrics 
Existing 

system 
Proposed Approach 

Accuracy 96.145 99.745 

Sensitivity 84.7 100 

Specificity 83.807 84.807 

Area Under Curve 90.43 93.383 

Dice Coefficients 81.93 91.779 

Hausdorff Distance 0.82 0.98 

True Positives 12540 61850 

True Negatives 1263 3126 

False Positives 360 560 

False Negatives 0 0 

Fig. 17: Tabulation of performance measures 

IV. CONCLUSION 

CT Lung images were taken as the input. The lung positives, False Negatives, Area under Curve, Accuracy, Sensitivity and 

Specificity of the classifiers. lobes were segmented from the CT lung images based on Toboggan algorithm. XCS-LBP is 

employed for the extraction of texture features from the images. The extracted features were then classified using SVM classifier 

in order to find whether the lung lobes were disease affected or not. If the lung lobes were disease affected then the diseased 

portions were segmented using Modified Toboggan algorithm. The performance of the process is measured based on the 

performance like True Positives, True Negatives, False 
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